EANET newsletter # 06
You are so far away but so often in my mind....

1. Entrepreneur alumnus of “KROK” University became the winner
of “Entrepreneurship talent of Ukraine 2014”

Svitlana Nesterenko, member of “Business League”, became the winner of the
competition “Entrepreneurship talent of Ukraine 2014”. Her project, related to delivery
service of ecoproducts “Babusyna torbynka” (“Grandmother`s bag”), took first place in
the nomination “Social Business”. You can learn more about Svitlana`s startup following
the 
link
: or watch the video 
here
.
From: KROK
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2. Easy calculate your per diem ?
The idea is that it will become very easy for you to calculate your per diem for all
upcoming meetings and that you can fill out the RFP before the meeting instead off after
the meeting. Therefore HvA provided a simple excel sheet. Please , check this sheet
with your way of calculating Per Diem, if it’s different send your calculation to
eanetcoordinator@gmail.com
In you go to 
EANET Forms and Downloads
in Drive you find the following file:
● TEMPUS EANET Per diem.xlsx
From: HvA

3. Entrepreneur alumnus of “KROK” University participated in Start
UP Show.
Natalia Zaverukha, member of Management Board of “KROK” University Alumni
Association, member of “Business League” is the founder of “Plushkin” startup. On
13.02.2015 Natalia participated in the Start UP Show with Nescafe, presenting her
project. You can watch the video, 
following the link
. “Plushkin” is the AllUkrainian portal
of goods, services and knowledge exchange. “Plushkin” provides the possibility to
prolong the life of clothes, furniture, equipment, books etc by giving unnecessary stuff
and getting necessary one, instead of throwing it away. According to statistics, 30% of
our expenses are spent on things we don't really need. Participating in Plushkin project
we save our budget and take care of environment by diminishing wastes.

From: KROK
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4. Do you make mistakes? I did….
Officially the message is: "Shared map in Google Drive has crashed and recovered on
23/24 February. 
Nearly 
all documents have been recovered.
Please do the following:
 Check your details in 1. contact and 2. faces at EANET (it would be nice if everybody who works
for our project (write timesheets) would be mentioned)
 Check your IMR, Timesheet and convention form”

The real message is: “There were too many requests for different permissions on the
shared map. We decided to backup this map, delete it and then, restore is to easy adjust
the right permissions and restore all files….all files? Not really, some files were not
accessible after the restore…. Mr. Gilles de la Tourette was with us for a short time,
sorry.
From: HvA

5. Links to Drive and other inspiring sites:
●
●
●

Direct access to EANET Google drive via Symbaloo
links are updated
!!:
http://www.symbaloo.com/shared/AAAAAj8kcTcAA41_HFV2Pg==
Do not forget to check and add info on our
facebook group
Did you miss a newsletter? click 
here
.
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6. The first strategic meeting with entrepreneurs alumni.

On 4 February Business League of “KROK” University Alumni Association hold the first
strategic meeting with entrepreneurs alumni. The topic of discussion was the
establishment of mutually beneficial cooperation between the entrepreneurs alumni and
“KROK” University. What benefits can University and Alumni Association bring to
entrepreneurs alumni and vice versa? The hot discussion with participation of 14 alumni
lasted for 3 hours. Entrepreneurs expressed great interest and enthusiasm in
participation in the process of curricula modernization, implementation of practical
component into educational process and providing mentorship for students. The
Business League of “KROK” University Alumni Association will be considered as the
platform for exchange views, ideas, networking and partnerships, for providing
professional assistance and support to each other, as well as the opportunity to promote
the services and products of each other. This was the first strategic meeting, the next
meetings will follow.
From: KROK
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Upload your copy for the next EANET newsletter 
before
12th of March 
here
.

Appendix 1
If you follow this 
link
you open a form where you can put the updates you want to share.
Send copy via until

Edition

Send date

25/02/2015
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